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This is the story about a girl named Alithena, an elf prince named Arllo, and a blue fox named Alberstodd
who try to guard pure souls. A poem goes like this: The daughter of grace, Blessed with natureâ s kiss,
Your beauty shall rival the moon and the stars; Your love shall be everlasting as diamond that never decays.
When you walk along the bay, You shall see dolphins dancing to your pace. So come to us, You Princess,
Shine your glory to souls gray, Driving all degradation far far away.
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The Guardian of the Soul : Chapter 1
Episode One of the First Season
Traveling south and north, I am an elf seen by nobody but see everybody. Every morning I wake up with the
sun and every night I fall asleep with the moon. During my wandering, I've witnessed happiness and misery;
I've known of exclamation and desperation. I don't drink very much and sometimes I write a little--of course
in an elf language which I don't think there exist in this land many sorcerers who can understand on the
condition that they can see them. One day--I can't remember which that day was since, you know, old memory
always fades--anyway, I woke up with my whole body basking in the golden sunshine when a black star
suddenly grinned to me, "Good morning to you, my little Prince Elf." Stars are always very old, odd, and
mysterious, so I didn't have much anger towards its calling this old lonely me little prince elf, but I was
shocked because my piercing purest blue eyes never had trace of such a weird black star.
"Where on earth have you popped out?"
"How dare you, little elf, address me in such a way without any manner of which a king should be respected."
I couldn't help bursting into laughter: since when there emerged a king star? Through all the legendary I've
known that stars never bow to other stars because they themselves are almighty and with that power, they
either run into each other--one gobbling the other or two melting into nothing or stay parallel with each
other--not even casting a glance when they pass by.
"You? A king? King of whom?"
"A king of everything"
I didn't quite catch that explanation, for I've never found in the profound sea of knowledge that there exists a
king of everything.
"You mean, like, I am also a subject of Your Majesty?"
"Do you exist or not?"
"Of course I exist--you are watching me right now, aren't you?"
"Everything that exists only exists for a limited time, no matter how long or short that limited time should be."
I felt anger smoldered in my heart, which was on the brink of turning into flame if the black star continued
talking in such a nonsensical way.
"If what you said were true, you are also a king of limited time--not of everything, you know?"
"Be patient, my prince," but his spiritless voice only made me more impatient (you must know elves are spirit
of nature), "how long do you actually need to learn to calm down?"
"Long enough to witness you not a king of everything"
"Then you shall feel ashamed of what you said just now"
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"Shall we put an end to this meaningless conversation that's leading us nowhere and jump straight to the
point?"
"You are probably right, little elf, time is limited, indeed very limited of you elf"
"So what's the king's business here?"
"Honor you with a holy errand"
"I'm afraid that depends--"
"Don't interrupt me, little elf, now stand up straight and behave yourself"
His voice was so solemn that I followed his order involuntarily.
"I, the king of everything, now order you to write down what you have heard and what you have seen for the
sake of the present and the future ignorant existents, and I shall make it clear to you that you have to bear this
errand until you exist no more."
"Yes, Your Majesty, I'd like to, but please allow me to ask why me?"
"My Prince Elf, as the spirit of nature, it's your duty to cultivate every existent that nature has blessed with
spirit."
After enjoying my time to contemplate, I answered him with the same solemn voice, "it's very reasonable of
your words, then, I shall swear to you that I'll do as what my king has ordered me to till the second I exist no
more."
"Elf always has a kind heart; you've proved it, Prince Elf."
With these words, the black star camouflaged his existence with belief engraved on his heart that I would keep
my promise.
This is how the story begins and I've told you old memory always fades so from now on I will tell you
simultaneously what I see on my journey while you're probably looking at something else.
Here at the present moment, I've traveled to a city near the sea. Standing in the crowds of people and the
endless stream of automobiles with the howling wind swirling sandy dust into my eyes and mouth, I've found
myself, for the first time, missing forests so much since the journey began. I can't help asking myself, "Have I
come to the right place?" Doubt, frustration, regret, and then rage can't wait themselves to overwhelm me.
Had I not understood it was nature that had called me here; I would have left this hell place without even a
moment of hesitation. I know with instinct that the university is my final destination here.
When I finally arrive at the chosen university with great efforts to suppress my bad temper because of the
traffic jam and the air pollution, I see a university neither beautiful nor ugly, but "Alas! A spiritless city with a
spiritless university!"
So what's the point of my existence here? The king's errand to me is to cultivate every existent which nature
has blessed with spirit, but here I can only see existents drained of animation or animate existents live under
the guidance of a mechanical or habitual mind.
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"Dig deeper and rip off the mask, you shall see the spirit" --the king must have thundered his bell somewhere.
Just at that moment, disguised in the darkness of the night, two lovers are quarreling with their voices
swamped by the hubbub of a prosperous industrial city. I nod to myself that as long as there exist tears, there
exist spirits. Therefore, I decide to stay at the campus which, I assume from experienced-elf wisdom, has a
much greater density of potential spirits than any other places in this city.
To cultivate an existent--more often than not, I mean human beings--it is they who are often found in want of
spirits, I have to aim at a lonely person because lonely people get lonely for they can't assimilate themselves
into social life, which in this case might spare them from the outside contamination, which in turn provides a
much larger chance to conjure up the perhaps not that dead or lost spirit. And as reluctant as I am, I have to
admit it is destiny which has brought her to me; otherwise, I can't see why she is just my target.
The first glimpse I cast of her is her first glimpse of this campus--an one hundred percent freshman as new as
me to this strange city. She is too common a girl without any unforgettable features except that pair of eyes
reminding you of a rebellious angel. Her name Alithena easily makes me associate it with Athena who is my
beloved and respected goddess of beauty and wisdom. However, this girl doesn't bear any resemblance to my
goddess at all. For a moment, I even think her name Alithena with such an existent as its carrier is an insult to
the noble and radiant Athena. But as her cultivator, I have no choice but to ignore her appearance and name.
Later I sense that I have much more to endure--she, ignorant, weak, lack of perseverance, susceptible to the
outside influence, and other disadvantages which my memory fails me to enumerate enough names to name. I
don't doubt my power in conjuring up her spirit but nor do I have much confidence.
For the following week, I accompany her everywhere. She is too sound asleep to perceive my existence even
when I reveal myself deliberately though with appropriate control not to wake up others. "How long it shall
take you to notice me, Alithena?" I can't help sighing to her little ears but she only rolls her eyes
unconsciously--another beautiful dream I guess.
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Chapter 2
Episode Two of the First Season
Immersed myself in the humid air of a fine mid -autumn dawn, I breathe deeply and take my patience to
watch the sun slowly drag itself upwards while streaking the fleecy clouds with rosy rays. Downwards, as the
gentle light glides over those transparent dews, nature exhibits its own practice of witchcraft by shining those
small crystal palaces with kaleidoscopic colors. How can one not feel enchanted by such beauty? I close my
eyes satisfactorily so as to concentrate my ears on the occasional rustle of leaves which sometimes give my
stretched-out hands a soft kiss before dancing their way to the ground. I can't help humming an old elf song
which of course must be translated for my Alithena's sake (Do pray she has a beautiful voice).
The daughter of grace,
Blessed with nature's kiss,
Your beauty shall rival the moon and the stars;
Your love shall be everlasting as diamond that never decays.
When you walk along the bay,
You shall see dolphins dancing to your pace.
So come to us, You Princess,
Shine your glory to souls gray,
Driving all degradation far far away.
"How fair-sounding!"--dear me, it's Alithena's voice--she can hear my song! When I gladly look through the
window (every night I lay myself high up on the tree so as to be parallel with Alithena's bed which is perched
beside the window on the fifth floor ), to my great disappointment, she still curls up at the corner of the bed
with a dolphin doll cradled in her arms. How smoothly she breathes! But neither can it be my hallucination
nor can it be my self-deceit to hear her exclamation that the only explanation cannot be anything but her
chance of having another fairy dream. "Wake up, you ignorant!" my heart bellows with woeful rage. Now one
thing I'm pretty sure to tell the King is that I can never learn to calm down with this girl who is now rubbing
her dreamy eyes like them still being in the land of sleepyheads.
A month has passed since her arrival at this university, whereas she still seems an alien to her surroundings.
But my elf sense ensures me that there is something big going to happen today (if not, I'd really become
Prince of the Bored).
One point Alithena can earn favor from me is her dietary preference for fruit and vegetables, which at present
may stand as a potential excuse for her bad performance in the Basketball Class. The three-point shot
percentage isâ ¦, God bless me I'm invisible; otherwise, I'd die of shame for being her cultivator. But if I say
I've enjoyed myself a little bit in Alithena's suffering, please don't make haste to judge my conscience before
you have tasted the bitterness of being ignored by the person you've paid full attention to. It is universal truth
that love is always combined with torture though in the present case love is minimized to the minimum. Oh,
look, it is her turn again--trembling fingers mechanically pick up the ball, holding it with a pounding heart
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burdened with thousands of tons; then walking with an ant-pace to the line, she raises the ball before her
sweating forehead, taking a deep breath, tossing--bang!, missing the target as doomed. Standing there,
shuffling her feet and blushing with shame, she dare not turn around because she knows behind her there are
eyes filled with sympathy, jeer, contempt, and mixture of others. The cruelest is that she can blame nobody
but herself. God is fair in blessing all of us with strengths and weaknesses so that each of us has a fair chance
of being admired sometime and being ridiculed at other times. But of course, if you choose to act nobly and
elegantly, you shall have your emotion and nature enslaved by reason and conscience. As far as I know, this
kind of control is very toilsome. Damn it!--how can I indulge myself in preaching while the only listener
being preached at runs off, slamming the door behind--Alithena, wait!
She runs very fast, but the tears drop faster. Really a weak girl, I sigh to myself, it's just basketball, no big
deal, not worth so many crystal dews. What comes next is, as you should expect how every story goes on, her
blurry eyes making her stumble into a stone and fall heavily before a handsome sophomore boy. So this is the
big thing today? I can't say I am not disappointed.
The boy squats down, smiling brightly though not lack of mystery, "Running so hastily, are you Cinderella?"
"No, I still have my shoes on, and not glass slippers." Alithena replies with a distorted face, whether from the
pain caused by the scratch or from her efforts to refrain from laughing or from both I can not tell.
"Let me give you a hand," the boy reaches to help her up.
"Oh, look, it's snowing! You are Snow White? "
"Don't be kidding, I have eyes and it's autumn now."
"I mean not here, I mean in the elf forest." You can't be serious, boy, but it's indeed snowing in the land where
I come from.
It's lucky that I haven't been knocked unconscious; otherwise, heaven knows what this psychopath will do to
me. Alithena murmurs in her heart with relief, and then refutes coldly, "Sorry to tell you, sir, we're not in the
Lord of Rings."
"Have I frightened you? Sorry, I just want to make you not feel awkward about, you knownâ ¦" He points at
the stone.
"Thank you; by the way, I'm Alithena, your name?"
"Alberstodd. Oh, may I have the honor to accompany you to the hospital?"
"I don't think we need to go to the hospital, just a little scratch, I can handle it by myself." God, what a stupid
girl, even I can see disappointment clouding over his sunny eyes. "Back to this land, Legolas, the sun is right
over our head." Alithena adds.
"Ha Ha lunch time, shall we?"
"Promise to tell me more about Mirkwood, and then I'll go with you."
"More than you want to know."
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They both burst into laughing and then walk towards the dining hall while Alberstodd casts a profound glance
at my direction, which seems to say "If only she knew your existence, the snow thing!"
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